
PSYC 325: Discussion Questions
Week 2 (Monday)

Topic: Relationship Science and Speed Dating

1. Berscheid uses the term “Relationship Science” in the title of her paper (and it is 
similarly in the title of the Berscheid and Peplau chapter). What do you think about 
this term? Can human relationships ever be studied in a scientific manner 
(compared to fields such as physics, chemistry, biology etc., or other areas of 
psychology like cognitive or neuropsychology)? Why should we accept this term (if 
we should at all)?

2. In drawing a parallel to physics, Berscheid explains that to understand the 
movement of a particle, one must have a grasp of both the characteristics of the 
particle and the properties of the field (e.g., electro-magnetic fields) that the 
particle is moving in. How can this idea be extended to apply to close 
relationships? Provide examples.

3. Berscheid & Peplau devote a section of their chapter to marriage and another to 
"alternative relationships" -- what types of relationships (marriage, etc...) are 
worth studying? Why?

4. How is the field limited or advanced by utilizing undergraduate samples? What 
other sources of data are alternatives?

5. How do the practical limitations of the study of relationships impact the types of 
research designs that are used? How do these designs influence the interpretation 
of results and the claims that can be made following these research findings?

6. Finkel and Eastwick present speed dating as a paradigm to do research on close 
relationships. What other situations or technologies offer similar opportunities?

7. How much information can you glean about someone from a 5 minute speed-
dating interaction? What do psychologists mean by “thin slices”? How speed-dating 
similar to or different from other forms of relationship initiation?

8. Finkel and Eastwick show that speed dating paradigms allows one to tackle 
interesting research questions, like whether individuals’ stated preferences for 
partners match their actual behavior/choices. Are there other relational 
phenomena that are similarly amenable to being studied with speed dating?

9. What is external validity? Do you agree with Finkel and Eastwick’s assertion that 
speed-dating paradigms have high external validity?


